
Announcing an evolutionary

appraisal service in partnership

with Latitude Subrogation

Services! Inspection Connection

can service total loss claims in

hours vs. days or weeks.

Estimates can be completed via

SMS text tool with your clients! 

Inspection Connection 
has joined the

Latitude Family

Everything You Need to Know

Inspection
Connection employs

experts in
commercial trucks,

equipment,
recreational vehicles
and powersports.  

Quality assurance auditsQuality assurance audits
Using a well-honed quality assurance audit tool, Inspection Connection reviews open andUsing a well-honed quality assurance audit tool, Inspection Connection reviews open and
closed files for indemnity accuracy.closed files for indemnity accuracy.

Inspection Connection offers complete estimate and evaluation services for any vehicleInspection Connection offers complete estimate and evaluation services for any vehicle
assigned to any Copart or IAA location in the United States.assigned to any Copart or IAA location in the United States.                                                                                                                                                

Total loss inspectionsTotal loss inspections

Improve salvage RecoveryImprove salvage Recovery   
Reduced cycle times, accurate salvage values, choosing the correct mitigation plan andReduced cycle times, accurate salvage values, choosing the correct mitigation plan and
aggressively searching for the best salvage return.aggressively searching for the best salvage return.  

estimate creationestimate creation
Our team creates estimates from scratch, we do not copy estimates from repair facilities.Our team creates estimates from scratch, we do not copy estimates from repair facilities.
Specialty estimates are created by experts with an extensive background in handlingSpecialty estimates are created by experts with an extensive background in handling
specialty claims, and auto estimates by auto experts.specialty claims, and auto estimates by auto experts.

Desk ReviewDesk Review
Estimates from insurers, 3rd party administrators, independent appraisers or repairEstimates from insurers, 3rd party administrators, independent appraisers or repair
facilities can be submitted to Inspection Connection for review to assure indemnityfacilities can be submitted to Inspection Connection for review to assure indemnity
accuracy.accuracy.    

In -bound Subrogation reviewsIn -bound Subrogation reviews
You’ve got incoming subrogation demands and we can help. We will audit the repairYou’ve got incoming subrogation demands and we can help. We will audit the repair
estimate, tow and storage bills, and rental information to determine the correct indemnityestimate, tow and storage bills, and rental information to determine the correct indemnity
payment.payment.  

855 -219 -1641

lee@iC -claims .com

www .ic -claims .com

We encourage client reinspections with our

managers and directors.

We provide unique online tools that allow clients to

conduct remote reinspections assuring we are good

custodians of their indemnity dollars.

We welcome and encourage client feedback.

Our system generates automated service level

notifications to appraisers, managers, and directors

throughout the claim process to assure service level

agreements are met.

We involve our clients from the beginning to design standards
that meet their needs.

learn more about our
specialty equipment
estimating services

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdrsbBSm3Zg

